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INTRODUCTION
This is not a profit generating League. We are a group of players who collectively
agreed to embed some structure into our scrimmage, Registration is completely
free. Participation is voluntary and at each players volition.

COMMITTEE AND PLANNING GROUP
Segun Hassan

306-526-4928

Frank Anu

306-351-4061

Pst. Itee Umoh

306-581-5950

Abiodun Oyelami

306-216-6542

Funsho Babajide

306-580-4600

Fred Etommy

306-450-9376

Olaide Bello

306-515-4234

Gbenga Oni

306-450-8600
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PPP SOCCER LEAGUE RULES AND REGULATIONS
Soccer fouls can be any number of unfair advantages taken by a player that are
called by the referee. It is the referee’s responsibility to monitor safe play and fouls.
You cannot kick, trip, jump at, strike, push, or hold an opponent. Unsportsmanlike
behavior may result in a yellow card or a red card. Players that get red cards are
ejected from the game. Other rules are as follows.
1. The games will be 2 halves of 30mins consisting of 10 Players and a Goalie
with 5mins break at half-time.
•

Players and Officials are expected to arrive the Field of play at least
10-15mins before Kick-off time.

2. Games will be played in a home and away style with one (1) game per week
for each team then playoffs.
•

The team with the most points at the end of the regular season will
be considered League Champions. If teams are tied, then it will be
based on goal difference

3. Players must be fully kitted with (Shirt/Jersey, Shorts/Joggers, Socks, Shin
guard and Soccer boots) prior to kick-off.
4. ONLY fully kitted players are allowed on the pitch at time of kick-off.
5. Kick-off will STILL commence even if either Teams are not complete at time
of kick-off, a minimum of 7 players and a goalie fully kitted is required.
6. Subbing will be done from the sideline at the halfway line.
7. A player that receives two (2) Yellow Cards in one game will be issued a
Red Card and a sending off resulting in a 1-match suspension
8. Three (3) accumulated Yellow Cards over the course of the league season
will result in a 1-match suspension.
9. A sending off due to a straight Red Card will result in a 2-match suspension
10. Sliding tackle with 2 legs in front is an automatic Red Card and a sending
off (which result in a 3-match suspension)
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11. Very unsportsmanlike behaviour like fighting, using abusive words and
offensive languages towards the officials or fellow teammates can lead to a
Yellow or Red card and a possible ejection from the game with further
disciplinary actions.
12. Please do not urinate on the pitch or close to the vicinity of the field of play
13. Please Stay home if you are feeling unwell or running a temperature
14. No Smoking in or around the field
15. The Teams who play in the second game of the day are responsible to
bring down the nets, gather the cones/flags and give it to the
officiating officials in charge that day!

NOTE!
Due to the limited number of goalies, the league would allow the goalies to play for
another team besides the team they are originally drawn to play for. However, their
primary team remains the team they were selected to play for through the draw
process. Again, this is at the team’s discretion to use the goalies.
Teams are not allowed to add players, except when filling the goalie position.
ONLY the planning committee can add players to a team
All complains and grievance during play by the players must be addressed through
their captain politely to the referee and officiating officials.
Further concerns and complains should be submitted in writing to the Planning
Committee by email to; segunhassan95@yahoo.co.uk
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CODE OF CONDUCT
The purpose of the Code is to ensure a safe and positive environment for the PPP
Soccer League by making members and players aware that there is an
expectation, at all times, of appropriate behavior consistent with PPPSL values.
The PPPSL supports an environment in which all individuals are treated with
respect.

Responsibilities
1. Comply, at all times with PPPSL rules and regulations.
2. Resolve issues that may be in dispute in a respectful manner on the pitch
3. Consistently demonstrate the spirit of sportsmanship, sport leadership and
ethical conduct
4. Ensure adherence to the rules of soccer
5. Demonstrate respect for the fair play principles of sport, which for PPPSL
are:
•

Respect for referees, officials, and their decisions.

•

Respect Team members and other Team Personnel

•

Maintenance of self-control at all times

•

Respect for both the written and unwritten rules of soccer.

•

Respect for opponents, including modesty in victory and composure
in defeat

6. Abstain and refrain from the non-medical use of drugs or the use of
performance-enhancing drugs or methods prior to or while participating in
the PPPSL competitions or events

Officials and Committee Members
1. No Player, Team, or Committee Member is greater than the League
2. The Planning Committee Members must at all times maintain NEUTRALITY
and follow the decision of the Committee, even if its UNFAVORABLE with
the Team they play for.
3. The Planning Committee shall remain the main and Final decision-making
Body of the League.
4. The Planning Committee will also serve as the DISCIPLINARY PANEL for
all Dispute that arises with the League.
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